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A Wor d fr om the Editor
Will Stanley, Editor, The REACTer

Gr eetings and Happy 4th of July!
You know, there?s an old joke about whether England has a Fourth of July and of course, the answer is YES.
They also have a 5th and 6th and so on!
It is July and most areas are ramping up for many activities? parades, civic events, storm spotting and more. There has never been a better time for you to get out there in your community and
let the people see you in action. Wear your uniforms and spread the word that REACT is here!
Whatever kinds of things you do, find a reporter at your local paper, radio or TV station and get
friendly with them. Tell them what you are doing. Believe me, those folks are always on the prowl
for good stories. Make your REACT Team one of them!
Check out the Publicizing REACT column this month for another idea on getting some publicity.
All in all, it?s a good time to be a REACTer!
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Publicizing

®

Publicizing REACT is fairly easy. Tell people
what you are doing. Get to know a reporter
at your local newspaper or TV or Radio station. Believe me, those folks are ALWAYS
looking for material!
Let me tell you another way to get publicity
for your Team... use a STAR.
Yeah, a star, an actor/actress, a celebrity,
whatever you want to call them. There are a
lot of them that are out in the cities and
towns of this country doing various and
sundry promotional work. All you have to do
is find them and then approach them.
Yeah... approach them. How do you do that?
It's fairly easy. Walk right up to them, introduce yourself and ask them if they know
about REACT. You'd be surprised how many
actually do!
Once, many years ago, I had an opportunity
to meet with LeRoy Van Dyke, country music star (you old guys will remember him).
He was going to be at the local Home Show
where I lived. I went out to the location,
script and recorder in hand and waited for
him to arrive. I watched them set up for the
auction and show and when he stepped down
to walk around a bit and look at the entries, I
walked over to him. I introduced myself, told
him who I was with and asked him if he
knew what REACT was. He actually did.
That was the hardest part. I paid him a compliment or two on his music. Even though
they are real people, they still live on ego.
Remember that.
I then asked him if he would be so kind as to
do a few PSAs (Public Service Announcments) for us. He readily agreed and asked if
I knew what I wanted him to say.
The REACTer

I produced my recorder and microphone and
handed him the script I had written.
He grinned and said, "A man who is prepared! I like that!" Then he said, OK, where
can we do this? I found a small closet that
was not too bad acoustically and we went to
work. He started each PSA with some auction calls and then read the words I had
written. In about 15 minutes, we were done.
I had made a new friend for both myself and
REACT, had a cassette tape with 5 PSA's on
it and LeRoy's autograph!
Not bad for a day's work.
So, to reiterate... to get a star to do your
PSAs, you need three things:
Pr epar ation - have a script ready to use;
Equipment - have a recorder with you that
will allow for a quality recording. Don't rely
on doing it on a cellphone;
And, Chutzpah! You have to have the guts,
the cheekiness, the audacity to walk right up
and ask the star for his/her help.
Remember, they are people, just like you and
me!
I have done that three times, the first time
was with LeRoy. The next time was NBC
Radio Talknet's Bruce Williams and the last
time was Star Trek's Montgomery Scott...
James Doohan, when he was appearing at a
Star Trek Convention in Omaha.
All of them were more than willing to help.
Bruce even took my script back to Florida
with him and recorded everything in his
professional studio!
Believe me, it's worth the time and effort!
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San Angelo REACT
(Texas)
Submitted by King Walker

San Angelo REACT was activated to assist the police department for an incident involving a truck
hitting a house.
We started at 3 am CDT. There were four of us,
two elected officers and two team members. A
Dodge pickup had failed to turn at a T intersection
and hit a house. The area was evacuated since a
natural gas line was cut. Four police units were
working the crash which is most of the morning
shift.

Cleveland County REACT
(North Carolina)
Submitted by Jay Flora

On June 5th, I was on my way to Shelby when I
came up on an accident. Using my REACT radio, I
got on the Cleveland County communications
channel and told them what I had. They told me
units had been dispatched. I stayed to help out the
responding fire department from Lawndale. I provided assistance with traffic. The accident was on
Highway 226.

Cleveland County REACT members responded to a call to assist at a
scene where a horse trailer was overturned in acrash with an SUV.

Scene in San Angelo, TX where a pickup missed a turn and crashed into a house
and power pole.

Our support put those officers back into service of
the community during the wake up and rush hour
time. We were there for four hours as the gas line
The REACTer

was traced, the street tore up and the vehicle removed. A power pole that was also damaged in
the crash was stabilized, so that work could be put
off until the next Monday morning.
Once the gas was dispersed, the BNSF rail line
that had been shut down could then be opened
back up for service and the neighborhood could
start to go about their day.
We put in 18 man-hours on the incident.

A truck pulling a horse trailer and an SUV
crashed. The horse trailer turned over and had
horses in it. We blocked off Highway 226, turning
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all traffic around to go back North to other routes
to get to Shelby and Highway 74.
A man and lady in a pick- up pulling an empty
horse trailer volunteered to take the horses to the
owner?s house. I would like to thank them as they
gave me Gatoraid and some Water and thanked me
for my service out there volunteering. It was quite
hot out there and the drinks were very welcome.

Photo by Brittany Randolph
Courtesy of the Shelby Star, ©2020

The Team used CB Radio Channel-19 to tell drivers on the highway about the closure. Members
heard many thanks from motorists and some surprise there was a REACT Team in the area. In addition to Cleveland County REACT, units from the
Shelby Police, Shelby Fire and Rescue, Cleveland
County EMS and NC Highway Patrol were present
working the scene.
At other times during the month, we helped with
other traffic problems in the area and were activated as SkyWarn for a weather watch. Cleveland
County REACT stays pretty busy!

Cleveland County REACT (car in foreground) assists at a crash where a
horse trailer overturned. This picture shows the trailer back on it's
wheels.

When it was all cleared up, we opened the highway and called County Dispatch to let them know
all was clear.
On June 18th, from approximately 2 p.m. until
3:30 p.m., members of Cleveland County REACT
assisted the Shelby Police by blocking the westbound lane of Highway 74 due to a crash involving a semi and two cars in the eastbound lane. All
Lanes of the highway were closed and traffic was
diverted to Highway 180 to use as a detour to go
around the wreck. The semi and one car were on
the highway median while the 2nd car ended up in
the trees.

Photo by Brittany Randolph
Courtesy of the Shelby Star, ©2020
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Tr indad & Tobago REACT Council
(Trinidad and Tobago)
Submitted by Robby Goswami
Robby Goswami of the Trinidad & Tobago REACT
Council attended a seminar where REACT got
some recognition.

The Shelter Management Training program was
hosted and presented by the Red Cross and
MORDLG, recognizing REACT's role.
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County Caroni REACT
(Trinidad & Tobago)
Submitted by Rohan Rampersad

REACT County Caroni 6005 participated in a simulated exercise on Wednesday 17th June, 2020
staged by the Disaster Management Unit of the
Chaguanas Borough Corporation. ?Exercise
Covid- 19? was conducted to test the readiness of
all stakeholders in the event of shelter activation.
The exercise commenced at 0930 Hrs and was
concluded at 1035 Hrs.
The Exer cise Br ief
"Due to adverse
weather conditions
being experienced
within the Borough and with the
Meteorological
Services last issued
bulletin at 0800Hrs
the weather alert
has since been upgraded to Red
Level Alert. Several persons in the
Old Longdenville
area are requesting
evacuation while
others are requesting temporary shelter. These request were received
via CBC Hotline as well as
the Councillor for the
area.?
Four (4) radio operators of
the Team participated in
the exercise. R501, Rohan
Rampersad and R511, Annette Rampersad functioned as Net Controllers
operators while R510,
Brian Traboulay and R507,
David Alexander were deployed to the Chaguanas
Indoor Sporting Facility
(staging area). There were
other members who monitored from their homes and
were standing by to assist
in
relaying
messages
should the need arise.
REACT provided radio
The REACTer

communications in support of scenarios/ injects
from the exercise planners. Messages were relayed
to the EOC utilizing the DMUs trunked radio system with REACT County Caroni 6005 VHF radio
system as back-up
REACT County Caroni 6005 is pleased to have
been a key player in the exercise and continues its
selfless service to the community and related
agencies

Oklahoma County REACT
(Oklahoma)
Submitted by Dale Ellis
Recently members of Oklahoma County Emergency REACT #2620 got together after the several
month coronavirus lockdown was lifted. Members
and their families got together to hold a business
meeting and pool party/picnic.

Team member and
host of the party,
John Goodman
and his wife
cooking for the
event.

Team and family
members enjoying
a nice day at the
pool.
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Team members
Lee Chambers
(left) and Ed
Hagstrom
(right) discuss
world events
and other stuff.
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I NCL EM ENT WEATHER ? REACT RESPONDS
Submitted by: Ravindranath ?Robby? Goswami, 9Z4RG/AK4NB, Region 9 Director
On Saturday June 27, 2020, the passage of a tropical wave resulted in inclement
weather that affected Trinidad and Tobago. Heavy rainfall and gusty winds resulted in
fallen trees and blown-off roofs, especially during the early morning period.
REACT members were quickly engaged in passing traffic on the various communications channels, including the VHF radio systems and Zello, which were kept very active.Information on affected communities was relayed to the Disaster Management
Units (DMUs) of the municipal corporations,
the Ministry of Rural Development and Local
Government (MoRDLG) as well as the main
coordinating body, the Office of Disaster Preparedness and Management (ODPM) all of
which REACT has had a long- standing and
close working relationship.
Given the scale of the damage reports, REACT
members, many of whom are CERT trained
also stepped in to give assistance to affected
residents. One such effort that was coordinated
via the REACT radio system was the case of a
large tree that fell on the D?Abadie home of an
80- year- old female. When the report was sent
in, a CERT team arrived. REACT also assisted
with a chain saw in order to clear the main
trunk of the tree.
Larry Joefield ? REACT Unit 853 was first onscene and conducted the Initial Damage Assessment (IDA).He made the request for assistance via the VHF radio system and continued
to provide and receive updates for several
hours. Also responding to this incident were
Faizul Mohammed ? REACT Unit 708, Pooran Ramdass ? REACT Unit 709 and
Roshan Manickchand ? REACT Unit 711. Together they assisted in ensuring that the
tree was cleared.Anwar Mondol ? REACT Unit 701 who is the liaison with the DMU,
coordinated the efforts to ensure the response was timely and conducted safely.
Several REACTers from all of the Teams responded in various areas throughout the
country providing yeoman service in the time of need.We are very grateful for their
response and for going beyond the call of duty.Congratulations to all.
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A Guide to Per sonal Radio Ser vices
With all the new members out there, The REACTer feels that a refresher article
on which Personal Radio Services are available for REACT use, which services
require a license and which do not and what each service does is in order. The
following article is from FCC.gov, not from REACT International.
Personal radio services are short-range, low-power radio communications using devices that operate much like walkie-talkies. Personal
radio services include one- and two-way voice services, data services
and remote-control transmissions that operate equipment.
Personal radio services devices generally do not rely on transmission
towers or other equipment. Some types, especially those using VHF
and UHF radio spectrum, encounter significantly less static, noise
and fading than CBs or walkie-talkies.
The most popular types of personal radio services are Citizens Band
Radio Service, Family Radio Service, General Mobile Radio Service, Low- Power Radio Service and Multi- Use Radio Service. Of
these types of services, only General Mobile Radio Service requires an FCC license to operate.
Citizens Band Radio Ser vice (CB)
CB service allows two-way radio communications.
CB service operates on 40 shared channels on a "take-turns" basis,
meaning no CB channel is assigned to any specific individual or
organization. Users must never talk with another station for more GMRS is a land-mobile
radio service available
than 5 minutes continuously, and must wait at least one minute before starting another communication on the same channel.
for short-distance,
two-way
CB equipment used in the United States must be FCC-certified and
labeled as such by the manufacturer.
communications.
You may not raise the power output of your CB unit, attach any
A GMRS system may
type of power amplifier or modify the unit internally. The maxi- legally be operated only
mum authorized power levels vary depending on whether the stawith an FCC license.
tion is transmitting a single side band (up to twelve watts Peak Envelope Power or PEP) or an AM signal (up to four watts PEP).
Family Radio Ser vice (FRS)
FRS allows two- way voice communications over short distances (generally less than one- half
mile on the 0.5 watt channels and up to two miles on the 2 watt channels, depending on
conditions).
An FRS unit looks and works much like a walkie-talkie.
There are older, dual- use, FRS- General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) units, but you may
legally use only the FRS channels unless you have a GMRS license. The label on the unit or the
operations manual should indicate the service the unit is certified for. FRS-only units transmit at
lower power levels and have antennas that are integrated with the unit; GMRS units transmit at
The REACTer
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higher power levels and may have detachable antennas. Note that dual use FRS-GMRS radios
may no longer be sold.
You can operate your FRS unit anywhere in the U.S. and its possessions.
Gener al M obile Radio Ser vice (GM RS)
GMRS is a land-mobile radio service available for short-distance, two-way communications.
A GMRS system may legally be operated only with an FCC license. The individual licensee is
responsible for the proper operation of the GMRS system. A licensee may permit his or her
immediate family members to operate the GMRS system.
A GMRS system is made up of station operators and a mobile station consisting of one or
more mobile units. It may also include one or more land stations. Some land stations operate as
repeaters, thereby extending the range of GMRS mobile units.
New GMRS licenses are granted only to individuals, but GMRS licenses granted to nonindividuals (such as businesses) before July 31, 1987, can be renewed if certain conditions are
met. You can apply for a GMRS license online, or by filing FCC Form 605. The FCC sets li
cense filing fees annually, and licenses are granted for 10 years.
L ow Power Radio Ser vice (L PRS)
LPRS is a private, one-way short-distance communication service that allows stations to transmit voice data or signals for auditory assistance to people with disabilities, people who require
language translation, and certain individuals in educational settings. LPRS also allows stations
to transmit voice, data, or tracking signals for health care-related communications and certain
law enforcement activities. Two-way communications are prohibited. LPRS can also be used
for network control communications in the Automated Marine Telecommunications System
(AMTS).
LPRS transmitters can be operated anywhere in the United States.
M ulti-Use Radio Ser vice (M URS)
MURS is a private, two-way short-distance voice or data radio communications service.
The service operates on five VHF channels. MURS users must cooperate in using the five
channels to reduce interference to other users. No user has priority over any other user, but all
users must yield to emergency communications. A MURS station may not operate as a repeater station, including store-and-forward packet radio operation, or a signal booster.
Maximum allowable output power for a MURS unit is two watts. Transmission range between
two hand-held units varies depending on the unit's antenna height, terrain and weather.
Unlicensed r adio oper ation
Be aware that if you operate a radio transmitter that requires a license, or use a radio that is authorized for only a specific service for an unauthorized service, you may be fined or imprisoned, and/or the equipment may be confiscated.
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REACT: Resource Typing & Cer tification Progr am
NI M S and I CS
During 2011 and 2012, the Board of Directors of REACT International, Inc. sought to strengthen our organization?s
commitment to the concepts and principles set forth in the National Incident Command System (NIMS, Presidential
Directive HSPD- 5). REACT recognizes and acknowledges the importance of the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) and the Incident Command System (ICS) in the performance of missions at the team level. Federal
mandates and rollout schedules have affected funding to law enforcement, fire and EMS organizations.
While not directly affected, many teams serve local agencies that fall under these Federal NIMS requirements.
Teams have in the past been encouraged by the Board of Directors to take FEMA NIMS training online. Your current membership card now contains a checklist of these classes and whether you have received credit for taking
them. REACT is now raising the bar for team performance and NIMS compliance. By standardizing REACT resources, we are preparing for improved national, regional and local response/deployment. By tying our resource
typing levels to a program of certification, we are encouraging teams to increase membership and capabilities. We
hope your team will be up to accepting these challenges.
Resource Typing
If you are unfamiliar with resource typing, we?ll do a brief explanation. In a nutshell this is what resource typing is.
Take a piece of fire equipment or apparatus such as a pumper truck. You can have a basic pumper capable of pumping 500 gallons per minute with 1 inch hoses or a super duper pumper with 1, 2 and 4 inch hoses and a 1500 gallon
per minute pump. NIMS resource typing has created four degrees or standard levels for each typed resource and
created a national standard for approximately 120 typed resources. There is a Type IV, Type III, Type II and Type I
pumper truck. Type IV is the most basic. Each higher type has more and more capability. Type I is the most capable.
Incident Commanders can then look up and order these standard resources for incidents and everyone knows exactly
what they are asking for and what they are going to get. Resource typing can apply to equipment or people or both.
We have chosen to start with the most common activities that REACT teams engage in. We have created a set of
standards that are measurable and consistent. There should not be a team that cannot function at a Type IV or Type
III level for their most frequent activities. As you strive to achieve certification, your team will be challenged to
grow through increased membership and capabilities. This program will bring new encouragement for team drills
and individual training in order to become certified as Type II or Type I resources.
Benefits of par ticipating in the progr am
Becoming a certified, typed team is totally voluntary. Teams are not required to participate by reaching for and
achieving the standard types. However, look at the benefits. REACT International, Inc. has published this Resource
Guide for entities at every level to see. We want everyone from FEMA down to your local served organizations to
have access to this REACT Resource Guide for information about your team and it?s capabilities. When they need
these kinds of standard resources they may refer to these documents to request your team?s assistance with an event.
What would be better than to able to report that you are a REACT certified Type II Parking Control team. The resource typing chart will contain everything officials and served agencies need to know about your team capabilities.
Because our REACT Resource Typing Project follows the NIMS format for resource typing, it is consistent with
Federal Tier 1 and Regional Tier II typed resources. We do not know if or when our REACT resource types may be
regionally or nationally accepted. Wouldn?t you want your team to part of it when that happens?
Common and consistent tr aining and equipment
All typed resources are consistent in regards to training of personnel and equipment required to achieve each resource type level. This ensures that when a Type III Communications Team shows up, they will have all the equipment and people available according this REACT Resource Guide.
Team NIMS Resource Handbook

The REACTer
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REACT I NTERNATI ONAL
WORL DWI DE
ZEL L O NET
Please join us every Saturday night at 9 pm EST
(8 pm during Daylight Savings Time) on the
REACT M EM BERS
Zello Channel
All Communicator s Ar e Welcome!
NO LICENSE REQUIRED
use your Internet connected computer or smart phone.
The Zello app is available for download from http://www.zello.com

Saturday Zello Net @ 9 p.m. AST (9 p.m. EST
during Daylight Savings Time, otherwise 8 p.m.
EST) on REACT MEMBERS CHANNEL

Download the Zello Walkie-Talkie app for your platfor m.
Cr eate an account with a user name (i.e: a call sign) and
password, then add the REACT M EM BERS channel.
Pr ess the Push-to-Talk button to tr ansmit.

VOLUNTEER TO BE A
NET OPERATOR!
The REACTer
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REACT I nternational Event Calendar
JULY 2020
1.............................................REACTer Published
4.................Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
7.............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
11...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
14...........REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15...........................Deadline for August REACTer
18................Zello World Wide Net ((:00 p.m. ET)
21...........REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
25...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
28...........REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
AUGUST 2020
1..............................................REACTer Published
1.................Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
4..............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
8.................Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
11............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15.....................Deadline for September REACTer
15...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
18............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
22...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
25............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
29................Zello World Wide Net ((:00 p.m. ET)
SEPTEM BER 2020
1..............................................REACTer Published
1..............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
5...............Zello World WEide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
7..................................................L abor Day (US)
8..............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
12...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15..........................Deadline for October REACTer
15............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
19...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
22............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
26...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
29............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)

10...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
13............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15......................Deadline for November REACTer
17...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
20............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
24...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
27............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
31...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
31.................................................Halloween (US)
NOVEM BER 2020
1..............................................REACTer Published
3.............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
7.................Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
10............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
14 ..............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15......................Deadline for December REACTer
17............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
21...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
24............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
26...................................Thanksgiving Day (US)
28...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
DECEM BER 2020
1..............................................REACTer Published
1..............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
5...............Zello World WEide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
8..............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
12...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
15..........................Deadline for October REACTer
15............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
19...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
22............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
24..................................................Chr istmas Eve
25..........................................................Chr istmas
26...............Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
29............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
31...................................................New Years Eve

OCTOBER 2020
1 .............................................REACTer Published
3 ................Zello World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
6 .............REACT World Wide Net (9:00 p.m. ET)
To add items to this calendar, contact:
REACT I nternational: 301-316-2900 (I nter-Office Phone: Ext 114)
email: editor@thereacter.com
I tems on the calendar are as accurate as we can make them but are subject to change.
Any questions ... contact the person in charge of the event
The REACTer
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